
Language in Use: London

Revise your English skills and let's talk about London!

 
We, my class and I, _________ going to travel to London this week.
     will
     are
     is

 
We want to take _________ to get to know London properly.
     the time
     time
     the teim

 
London is the _________ city in the United Kingdom.
Insert the right form of "big"
 

 
I haven't been in London _________ 2018.
 

 
In 2018 my family and I _________ to London with our car.
     driven
     drived
     drove

 
We were _________ to see the Changing of the Guard at Buckingham Palace!
     able
     abel
     could

 
Everybody in our class _________ to go on the London Eye - the big Ferris wheel.
     want
     wanting
     wants

 
On Wednesday afternoon we _________ allowed to explore the city by ourselves.
 

 
We have been ______________ around Soho all afternoon, but now it's time for a big portion of Fish and
Chips!
Insert the right form of "walk"
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We are also visiting the Tower Bridge, _________ is one of the most famous sights in London.
     who
     whose
     which

 
The Tower Bridge was _________ between 1886 and 1894. So, it's pretty old!
     build
     building
     built

 
What I liked _________ this time in London? What sight I can recommend?
Insert the superlative of "more"
 

 
If I could only choose one sight, I _________ recommend Hyde Park or the brilliant science museum.
 

 
My friends and I have been in the science museum _________ hours now! There is so much to discover.
     for
     since

 
This was the _________ school trip ever!
     well
     good
     best
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